
Box Score
Mainframe Measurement Software

As an information systems professional, you
make or approve changes to your mainframe
software and hardware almost daily, anything
from a new release of software to putting your
work on a brand new processor. And every time
you make these changes you have to answer cer-
tain questions. �What effect did this change have
on my work? Did it improve things? For which
jobs or transactions? Did I actually get the
amount of improvement predicted? On the other
hand, did the change degrade any workloads?
Specifically which users got hurt? Prove it.�

I�ve designed BoxScore to answer these ques-
tions. As long as you have SMF and RMF data
from before and after any change, you can now
know and show the exact effect on Batch, TSO,
CICS, IMS, DB2, performance groups or your
service classes. It�s like always having a set of
benchmarks, stable by definition, which have
already been run and are ready for anaylsis.

Please read this brochure to discover the many
ways BoxScore can help you do your job, discov-
er problems, improve customer service and show
management the results you work so hard to
achieve.

Cheryl Watson has been
involved with mainframe
measurement and perform-
ance and passing her experi-
ence on to others since 1965.
Over 10,000 analysts all
over the world now rely on
her practical advice and
industry analysis.  

She has written over 2000
pages in her newlsetter 
alone (Cheryl Watson�s
TUNING Letter), and has
given speeches, taught
courses and written many
other articles.

Now she has put her
knowledge to work for you
in the form of software. This
brochure describes BoxScore,
the first in Cheryl�s ADVI-
SOR series of measurement
and peformance software.
BoxScore shows not only the
results of a hardware or 
software change, but also
advises you via informative
messages as to what might
be the problem or what steps
to take next.

We think this approach will
save you time and effort and
help you maintain and
improve the performance of
your systems.

After-the-fact

Benchmarks!
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What is BoxScore?
BoxScore is a suite of SAS programs designed by Cheryl Watson that shows the increase
or decrease in effective CPU usage of an application or workload after any hardware or
software change to your system.  This change could be a hardware upgrade, a software
migration, a change in LPAR configuration, a tuning effort, a change to an application,
or any similar event. In addition, BoxScore can show you exactly which transactions,
steps or jobs suffered the most or benefited the most due to those changes!

BoxScore can be used by capacity planners or management to determine the effect on an
application due to a change in processor speed. It can be used by anyone in a charge
back environment, such as outsourcers or time sharing services, where customers want
to know the impact on their jobs of changes to the system. BoxScore can be used by
application programmers to determine the overhead of Language Environment or new
releases of software. You can use BoxScore to determine the amount of CPU overhead
due to a data sharing environment or a change in LPAR configuration. You can use it to
confirm that nothing has changed, to discover problems you were unaware of, or even
to find out what�s happening when something is wrong with a system but that system
has had no apparent changes.

BoxScore has eight components: Batch, CICS, CICSTMON, TSO, IMS, DB2, Compat, and
Goal. The sources of this detailed data are:

BoxScore/BATCH         - Batch and started tasks - SMF type 30, 
subtype 4 (step terminations)

BoxScore/CICS              - SMF type 110 (CICS transaction)
BoxScore/CICSTMON  - Log data from Landmark�s TMON/CICS
BoxScore/TSO               - SMF type 32 (TSO command)
BoxScore/IMS               - IMS log or Control IMS logs
BoxScore/DB2               - SMF type 101 data (DB2 accounting)
BoxScore/COMPAT      - SMF type 72 data (performance group periods)
BoxScore/GOAL           - SMF type 72 data (service class periods)
All components             - SMF type 70 data (CPU and LPAR activity)

More Than Just Data
BoxScore is the first in Cheryl Watson�s "ADVISOR series." Most software products
give you plenty of data but very little guidance, leaving it up to you to interpret the
data, determine the problem, and devise the next step. BoxScore not only gives you
the data, but it also provides interpretation of the data and recommended actions
you may want to take. Comprehensive messages point out problem areas, explain
why certain things might be happening, and suggest how to proceed in order to
solve a problem. You�ll see examples of these messages throughout these pages.
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How BoxScore Helps You
BoxScore can be used in many situations; we expect that most installations will use
it continually. Here are a few examples of how to use BoxScore in your installation: 

1.   Determine the impact of a processor upgrade on your applications.
2.   Determine the effect of moving an application from one processor to another.
3.   See how a program or transaction differs when run on each of the machines in

your installation.
4.   Identify the amount of overhead due to a conversion to Language Environment

(LE) or a new version of a compiler. 
5.   Quantify the savings achieved from an application tuning effort.
6.   Determine the amount of overhead when a new LPAR is added to an existing

system or a change is made to the LPAR configuration.
7.   Determine the overall CPU impact of adding storage to an existing machine.
8.   Identify which jobs or transactions were affected most by the addition of a

memory upgrade.
9.   See if anything changed when nothing was supposed to have changed. In other

words, confirm that everyone has left the system alone.
10.   Allow an outsourcer to show a customer the amount of savings produced by a

system tuning change (such as a change in CICS or DB2 parameters).
11.  Identify jobs for an outsourcer's customer that were most negatively impacted

by a system change.
12.  Obtain detail processing information for jobs most impacted by any change.
13.  Find all large job steps (e.g. over an hour of CPU time) that changed characteris-

tics for any time period.
14.  Analyze the change in CPU usage for TSO commands after an upgrade to a new

release of ISPF or OS/390. (Did you know that some sites saw a 12% increase
when they went from ISPF 3.5 to ISPF 4.1?)

15.  Compare how the CPU usage for IMS, CICS, or DB2 transactions differs
between two regions.  

16.  Identify the work that was most affected by an upgrade to OS/390.
17.  Determine the change in CPU usage after migrating CICS V2 programs to CICS

V4.
18.  Understand the CPU cost of data sharing after it is implemented.
19.  Determine the overhead of using hardware data compression.
20.  Understand whether there is a change in CPU time when a job is run at differ-

ent times of the day.

We'll illustrate some of these in more depth later.

Determine the impact 
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How Does BoxScore Work?
BoxScore analyzes job steps, online transactions, or performance group (or service
class) periods to determine the change in CPU usage between two time frames or
two configurations. It can be used to determine the effect on your workloads of a
processor change, a system change, or an application modification. You specify a
time period for the "control" period, which is most likely the "before" period, as well
as a time period for the "study" period, or the "after" configuration. You also specify
the type of analysis that you would like BoxScore to perform (Batch, TSO, IMS,
CICS, CICSTMON, DB2, Compat, or Goal).

For most analyses, BoxScore will then extract certain detail data from the two time
periods and look for only stable steps or transactions. "Stable" means that the step
took close to the same amount of CPU time per I/O during every execution of the
control period and was similarly consistent within the study period. BoxScore uses
CPU per I/O (or optionally, CPU per transaction) in order to allow for differences in
the amount of data or volume into each execution. Stable steps are defined by
BoxScore as being those whose CPU per I/O or transaction is within a certain coeffi-
cient of variation (CV). 

We call BoxScore an "after the fact" benchmark. That is, all you need is the detail
data for the control and study periods in order to do the analysis. You can go back
in time to analyze data from a year or more ago and compare it to today, without
having run benchmarks at that time.

Once BoxScore has identified stable steps or transactions which occur in both the
control and study periods, it calculates the change in CPU for all of the stable work.
The average of these changes becomes the basis for the conclusions as to the
observed MIPS for the study period. 

Since many installations prefer to use MIPS when analyzing processor speeds,
BoxScore translates the effective change in CPU speed into MIPS using Cheryl
Watson's CPU Chart.

In addition, BoxScore can tell you exactly which job steps or online transactions
were most affected, both negatively and positively, by the change. You can then do
further analysis of this work.

BoxScore can tell you

exactly which job steps 

or online transactions

were most affected
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A Tour Through the BoxScore Reports
To show you the wealth of information that BoxScore provides, here are excerpts
from the 21 pages of reports produced by one execution of BoxScore. These reports
are from a BoxScore/Batch run at a site that upgraded from a 9672-RX3 with ten
CPUs to a 9672-R64 with six CPUs, a faster machine with fewer engines. It is impor-
tant to note that these results are for the batch workload only. Other workloads,
such as CICS, may experience different effects.

BoxScore Summary Report
The Summary Report of BoxScore shows how this work did compared to what was
expected. The example in Figure 1 shows that there was 1.0% difference between the
expected speed (38.3 MIPS) and capacity (229.7 MIPS) and the observed speed (37.9
MIPS) and capacity (227.4 MIPS) for the batch workload. Even though the average
was close to the expected, we can see from the maximum speed that at least one job
step experienced a higher speed than expected (69.1 MIPS versus 42.2 MIPS for a
63.9% improvement). We can also see that there was at least one job step that ran
four times slower than the speed we expected (8.5 versus 34.8 MIPS). Later reports
will show more detail about those job steps.

The Summary report also shows the study period of analysis (March 04, 1997
through March 08, 1997 - midnight), the system (SYSA), and the processor (9672-
R64). The two paragraphs at the bottom summarize the results from this analysis.
The first paragraph is the key one. It identifies the resulting average change (56.0%
decrease in CPU time per I/O), while the second paragraph summarizes the change
from expectations (1.0% decrease from expectations). Additional messages at the
bottom of the Summary report are pointers to their longer versions which provide
more information. We'll see some examples later. 

                                                            BOXSCORE/BATCH                        23:49 Sunday, April 19, 1998   2
  V1R1b (c) Watson & Walker, Inc.                              Summary
                                                           ABC Corporation

  +-BoxScore/BATCH: -1.0%   +----Capacity (MIPS/CEC)----+ +--% Delta--+ +-Speed (MIPS/Physical CPU)-+
  +                         +   Expected   +  Observed  + +           + +   Expected   +  Observed  +
  + From a CEC view,        +--------------+------------+ +-----------+ +--------------+------------+
  +   STUDY                 +              +            + +           + +              +            +
  +   had 1.0% less         + Max  253.0   +    414.6   + +   63.9%   + + Max   42.2   +     69.1   +
  +   speed and capacity    +              +            + +           + +              +            +
  +   than expected from    + Avg  229.7   +    227.4   + +   -1.0%   + + Avg   38.3   +     37.9   +
  +   published performance +              +            + +           + +              +            +
  +   estimates.            + Min  209.0   +     51.2   + +  -75.5%   + + Min   34.8   +      8.5   +
  +                         +              +            + +           + +              +            +
  +-------------------------+--------------+------------+ +-----------+ +--------------+------------+

  Start of period    04MAR97:00:00:00
  End of period      09MAR97:00:00:00
  System             SYSA
  Processor          9672-R64
  LPAR Configuration NO

  The work analyzed during this period experienced a 56.0% decrease in CPU time per I/O or transaction between
    the two environments analyzed. Further detail about these environments is provided on the following pages.

  This represents a 1.0% decrease in speed and capacity compared to predictions from published performance guidelines.
    A significant decrease could indicate that either the study or control configuration differed greatly from published estimates.

  WWCB062-W CPU is faster                 WWCB064-W Slower than expected                    WWCB066-W MIPS used for scaling only
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Figure 1 - Summary Report



Parameters and Selection
The Parameters and Selection report shows you the dates and times you selected for
the control and study periods, as well as the dates and times that were actually found
on the input. The full report contains more parameter information, but Figure 2 shows
you just the first part which contains the date and time selection for our example.

CPU Comparison Report
The CPU Comparison report (Figure 3) provides the full comparison between the
control period and the study period. The top section, Data Filtration Results, shows
the number of job steps found in the input data, the number after filtration, and the
resulting number of sets of matched steps that participated in the analysis. These
last fields are counts of unique job sets, e.g. 15 executions of JOB100/STEP010/PRO-
GAAA during the control and 10 more during the study period would count as one
set under control and one set under study. 

The second section defines the control and study configuration. In our example,
SYSA is being moved from an IBM 9672-RX3 to an IBM 9672-R64, with SP 5.2.2 as
the operating system. The move is from 10 CPUs to 6 CPUs. During the analysis
period, the average CPU busy for the control period was 69.9% busy and that of the
study period was 65.5%. You get the best results when both systems are running at
about the same CPU utilization. However, note that BoxScore gave a warning that
the CPU busy is low. Look at Figure 4 for an example of the complete version of that
message, which is printed at the end of the report.

                                                            BOXSCORE/BATCH                        23:49 Sunday, April 19, 1998   3
  V1R1b (c) Watson & Walker, Inc.                      Parameters and Selection
                                                           ABC Corporation

  Parameters:                  CONTROL           STUDY             Delta           % Delta   Comments
  -----------------            ----------------  ----------------  --------------  --------  ---------
  Time Period:
    Requested start of period  03FEB97:00:00:00  04MAR97:00:00:00  *****
    Requested end of period    09FEB97:00:00:00  09MAR97:00:00:00  *****
    Duration of period (HH:MM)     144:00            120:00          -24:00          -16.7%
    Earliest data used         03FEB97:00:00:09  04MAR97:00:00:03  *****
    Latest data used           08FEB97:23:59:51  08MAR97:23:59:45  *****
    Actual duration (HH:MM)        144:00            120:00          -24:00          -16.7%

                                                            BOXSCORE/BATCH                        23:49 Sunday, April 19, 1998   4
  V1R1b (c) Watson & Walker, Inc.                           CPU Comparison
                                                           ABC Corporation

  Item                              CONTROL           STUDY             Delta      % Delta   Comments
  -------------------------------   ----------------  ----------------  ---------  --------  ---------
  Data Filtration Results:
    Recs found in input data            122778             97828          -24950    -20.3%
    Recs after filtration                14751             12127           -2624    -17.8%
    Sets matched and analyzed             2670              2670
  System Identification:
    System                          SYSA              SYSA
    Model/Version                   9672/0C           9672/56           *****
    Common name for processor       9672-RX3          9672-R64          *****
    Manufacturer                    IBM               IBM
    Number of logical CPUs          10                6                 *****                WWCB022-I # of log. CPUs lower
    Number of physical CPUs         10                6                 *****                WWCB024-I # of phys. CPUs lower
    MVS Release                     SP5.2.2           SP5.2.2
    LPAR status                     NONE              NONE
    Avg CPU busy                            69.9%             65.5%           -4.4   -6.3%   WWCB069-W CPU busy is low
    Max CPU busy                           100.0%            100.0%            0.0    0.0%
    Min CPU busy                             8.2%             25.4%           17.2  209.8%
  Speed of one CPU (physical):
    Expected SU/second                     839.3            1902.3          1063.0  126.6%
    Expected avg MIPS/CPU                   16.7              38.3            21.6  129.5%   WWCB028-I Expected faster CPU
    Expected max MIPS/CPU                   18.6              42.2            23.6  126.7%
    Expected min MIPS/CPU                   15.1              34.8            19.7  130.7%
    Observed MIPS/CPU                       16.7              37.9            21.2  127.2%   WWCB030-I CPU is faster
  Machine capacity (physical):
    Expected avg MIPS                      166.8             229.7            62.9   37.7%   WWCB032-I Expect more capacity
    Expected max MIPS                      186.0             253.0            67.0   36.0%
    Expected min MIPS                      151.0             209.0            58.0   38.4%
    Observed MIPS                          166.8             227.4            60.6   36.3%   WWCB034-I More capacity observed

  Remarkable Programs (Job/Step/PGM)
    Best outcome (CPU speed)
      RABDD200/STEP0200/SORT                16.7              69.1            52.4  314.2%   WWCB044-W Large variance from average
    Worst outcome (CPU speed)
      TRXAD050/STEP0170/IKJEFT01            16.7               8.5            -8.2  -48.9%   WWCB045-I Large variance from average
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The next section of the CPU Comparison report is the analysis of the control and
study periods which shows the expected and observed MIPS per CPU and MIPS per
machine. We can see that we are planning to move from a machine with 10 CPUs of
16.7 MIPS/CPU to a machine with only 6 CPUs, but a speed of 38.3 MIPS/CPU. The
resulting capacity is expected to go from 166.8 to 229.7 MIPS. The row called
'Observed' shows that BoxScore calculated the average change in MIPS to go from
16.7 to 37.9 instead of the expected 38.3. The change to 37.9 MIPS is a 127.2%
increase in speed and a 36.3% increase in capacity for the batch workload.

                                                             BOXSCORE/BATCH                       23:49 Sunday, April 19, 1998  18
  V1R1b (c) Watson & Walker, Inc.                Complete Messages by Message Number
                                                           ABC Corporation

  WWCB069: CPU busy is low
  DESCRIPTION:
    The average CPU busy percent on the Control and/or Study configuration
    was less than 70%.

    It's important to understand that estimates from vendors are typically based on
    benchmarks run on very busy systems (100% for batch and 70% and 90% for online
    benchmarks).  If you are not running your system near capacity, in most cases
    you can expect to see lower job CPU times on these less busy systems.
  RECOMMENDATION:
    Use the WINDOW parameter (effective on all but the Batch component) to
    select only a peak period for analysis. If your system never runs near capacity,
    understand that the resulting CPU usage is probably less than it will be when
    full capacity is reached.

                                                            BOXSCORE/BATCH                        23:49 Sunday, April 19, 1998   8
                                                        CPU Speed Distribution
                                                           ABC Corporation

                                               Plot of CV*PERCENT.  Symbol used is '*'.

              |                                                |
              |                                                |
            5 +                                  *    ** *   ******** * *  *
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          l 4 +                                      * * * ************ **                   *
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 NOTE: 2058 obs hidden.
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The last section of the CPU Comparison report shows the two job steps that were
most affected by the processor upgrade. The best outcome was job RABDD200, step
STEP0200, program SORT which saw a 314.2% improvement, while job/step/pro-
gram TRXAD050/STEP0170/IKJEFT01 had worse performance by about 48.9% on
this faster CPU. We'll see more about these later.

CPU Speed Distribution Plot
The CPU Speed Distribution plot in Figure 5 shows how the stable job steps reacted.
The vertical line shows the average increase in MIPS (127.2%) while each job step is
plotted by using the coefficient of variation and the average increase. The points at
the top of the plot are, therefore, the most variable, and the points at the bottom are
the most stable. Notice that some steps show up with as much as a 48.9% decrease
in speed and 314% increase in speed. Figure 6 shows one of the complete messages
produced by these significant steps.

Programs With Best/Worst Outcome
To find out more about the significant steps and whether you should be concerned
about them, look at the reports in Figure 7, the Programs With Best Outcome and the
Programs With Worst Outcome. As a default, the ten best and the ten worst job
steps are reported, but you can request more or less job steps or transactions to be
printed. In this example, we see that RABDD200/STEP0200/SORT is a step that
averages 3.5 minutes of CPU time each run (1060.5 sec / 5 transactions) and it was
improved by 314%. The question is, "Was the change due to the processor upgrade
or to an application change?". If you know that the application was changed, you
can run BoxScore again while excluding that step from analysis, and look at the new
results.

Selected Execution Details Report
A detail report is also available if you want to find out more about each execution of
the job steps. The Selected Execution Details report in Figure 8 is a list of the execu-
tions showing one line per execution of the step. As a default, the details for the Best
and Worst step are printed, although you could have this detail printed for any of
the job steps. We can see from this report that the number of EXCPs for the best job
step (RABDD200/STEP0200/SORT) differed by about 40% for the two periods, 
and the CPU time was dramatically different (8ms per I/O versus 2ms). In this situ-
ation, the upgrade also included a memory upgrade, so the resulting CPU reduction
is in part due to the memory upgrade. Since the SORT program is most affected by
memory, you could run BoxScore and exclude all SORTs to find the results without
the memory effect on SORT.

  WWCB044: Large variance from average
  DESCRIPTION:
    The set of records with the best outcome is significantly higher than the
    average of all stable jobs. This could occur for one of the following reasons:

    1.  A change was made to the program between the analysis periods.

    2.  The work is very susceptible to the hardware changes made between the two
    machines. An example of this might be the higher CPU times on IBM and HDS
    CMOS processors for extensive use of packed decimal arithmetic. Some
    processors are also very different on how they handle hardware data
    compression.

    3.  The work was run at a different time of day during the two periods of
    analysis.
  RECOMMENDATION:
    If a change was made to the program between the analysis periods, you
    should eliminate the set of records from analysis by excluding it with the
    EXCLUDE parameter. If the CONTROL was an IBM 9672 or HDS Pilot machine, look
    at message WWCB070 for more information about the CMOS and packed decimal
    arithmetic phenomenon. If you think there might be other work that is similar to
    this one, then leave the higher speed rating in the analysis.

Figure 6 - Long Messages
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report shows you the 
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                                                           BOXSCORE/BATCH                        23:49 Sunday, April 19, 1998   9
 V1R1b (c) Watson & Walker, Inc.                     Programs With Best Outcome
                                                          ABC Corporation

 Item Description             CONTROL           STUDY             Delta           % Delta   Comments
 -----------------            ----------------  ----------------  --------------  --------  ---------
 Job/Step/Pgm With Best Outcome:

   1: RABDD200/STEP0200/SORT
     Average CPU/IO, MSec            8.1               2.0              -6.1        -75.9%  WWCB053-W Large variance from average
     Observed MIPS/phys CPU         16.7              69.1              52.4        314.2%
     Rec count                       5                 4                -1.0        -20.0%
     Total EXCP count           131028             75742            -55286.0        -42.2%
     Transactions                    5                 4                -1.0        -20.0%
     Average Users                   5                 4                -1.0        -20.0%
     Total CPU time, seconds      1060.5             148.0            -912.5        -86.0%
     Coefficient of variation        2.9               0.5              -2.3        -82.1%

   2: PGJAD610/STEP0110/EASYTREV
     Average CPU/IO, MSec            9.7               2.5              -7.3        -74.6%  WWCB053-W Large variance from average
     Observed MIPS/phys CPU         16.7              65.6              49.0        293.5%
     Rec count                       6                 4                -2.0        -33.3%
     Total EXCP count             5880              4250             -1630.0        -27.7%
     Transactions                    6                 4                -2.0        -33.3%
     Average Users                   6                 4                -2.0        -33.3%
     Total CPU time, seconds        57.2              10.5             -46.7        -81.6%  WWCB055-I Small CPU usage
     Coefficient of variation        2.4               1.3              -1.0        -44.4%

   3: PSAPD140/STEP0100/GVRESTOR
     Average CPU/IO, MSec            9.4               2.5              -6.9        -73.6%  WWCB053-W Large variance from average
     Observed MIPS/phys CPU         16.7              63.3              46.6        279.5%
     Rec count                       6                 5                -1.0        -16.7%
     Total EXCP count             1533              2323               790.0         51.5%
     Transactions                    6                 5                -1.0        -16.7%
     Average Users                   6                 5                -1.0        -16.7%
     Total CPU time, seconds        14.3               5.7              -8.6        -60.1%  WWCB055-I Small CPU usage
     Coefficient of variation        2.4               1.8              -0.6        -24.2%

   4: PSAPD305/STEP0015/SORT
     Average CPU/IO, MSec           74.8              20.0             -54.8        -73.2%  WWCB053-W Large variance from average
     Observed MIPS/phys CPU         16.7              62.4              45.7        273.8%
     Rec count                       5                 4                -1.0        -20.0%
     Total EXCP count               42                20               -22.0        -52.4%
     Transactions                    5                 4                -1.0        -20.0%
     Average Users                   5                 4                -1.0        -20.0%
     Total CPU time, seconds         3.1               0.4              -2.7        -87.3%  WWCB055-I Small CPU usage
     Coefficient of variation        3.8               0.0              -3.8       -100.0%

   5: PSAPD140/STEP0120/GVRESTOR
     Average CPU/IO, MSec           16.7               4.8             -11.9        -71.2%  WWCB053-W Large variance from average
     Observed MIPS/phys CPU         16.7              57.8              41.2        246.8%
     Rec count                       6                 5                -1.0        -16.7%
     Total EXCP count              443               595               152.0         34.3%
     Transactions                    6                 5                -1.0        -16.7%
     Average Users                   6                 5                -1.0        -16.7%
     Total CPU time, seconds         7.4               2.9              -4.5        -61.3%  WWCB055-I Small CPU usage
     Coefficient of variation        2.5               1.0              -1.6        -62.5%

Figure 7 - Programs With Best Outcome

Figure 8 - Selected Execution Details

                                                           BOXSCORE/BATCH                         23:49 Sunday, April 19, 1998  22
                                                     Selected Execution Details
                                                          ABC Corporation

                                                                                                        Average     CPU/IO
Jobname  Stepname Program  P    Start date/time      End date/time   Elapsed  CPU Time    EXCPs   Steps  Users        MSec Not Sel

RABDD200 STEP0200 SORT     C   03FEB97:21:36:33   03FEB97:21:41:09   0:04:35   0:03:32    26136       1    1.0         8.1
                               04FEB97:21:37:56   04FEB97:21:42:30   0:04:33   0:03:27    26175       1    1.0         7.9
                               05FEB97:21:35:25   05FEB97:21:40:47   0:05:22   0:03:43    26211       1    1.0         8.5
                               06FEB97:21:45:20   06FEB97:21:50:07   0:04:47   0:03:29    26219       1    1.0         8.0
                               07FEB97:21:34:13   07FEB97:21:38:45   0:04:32   0:03:30    26287       1    1.0         8.0
-------------------------- -                                       --------- --------- -------- ------- ------- ----------
RABDD200 STEP0200 SORT     C                                         0:23:50   0:17:41   131028       5    5.0        40.5

RABDD200 STEP0200 SORT     S   04MAR97:21:25:20   04MAR97:21:26:43   0:01:23   0:00:37    18882       1    1.0         2.0
                               05MAR97:21:28:25   05MAR97:21:30:08   0:01:42   0:00:37    18894       1    1.0         2.0
                               06MAR97:21:30:01   06MAR97:21:31:52   0:01:50   0:00:37    18978       1    1.0         2.0
                               07MAR97:21:27:41   07MAR97:21:29:04   0:01:23   0:00:37    18988       1    1.0         1.9
-------------------------- -                                       --------- --------- -------- ------- ------- ----------
RABDD200 STEP0200 SORT     S                                         0:06:18   0:02:28    75742       4    4.0         7.8
RABDD200 STEP0200 SORT                                               0:30:09   0:20:09   206770       9    9.0        48.3
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Inventory Report
Some installations may want to find out exactly which steps were used in the analy-
sis. If you include an INVENTORY=YES parameter, an Inventory report (Figure 9)
will be produced showing all of the matched job steps and the number of executions
that went into the analysis.

Configuration Change Report
As an audit trail of the input data and to help people determine exactly when a con-
figuration change actually occurred, BoxScore provides a Configuration Change
report. It shows the dates and times for each combination of system, machine, oper-
ating system, and LPAR configuration. Figure 10 is an example of this report.

Conclusion
In this Tour of BoxScore Reports, we have looked at the effect of a processor
upgrade on batch job steps. BoxScore automatically identified 2670 job steps that
were stable both before and after the upgrade and found that the average change
was a 56% decrease in CPU time on the new machine. This amounts to only 1.0%
less than anticipated by accepted industry processor capacity estimates. So the new
processor appears to be meeting our expectations for our batch workload. There
were a few job steps that performed much better than expected (a 314% boost in
speed) and some that performed worse than expected (almost a 48.9% drop in
speed). On the average, however, the machine performed as expected.

Remember that this BoxScore execution analyzed the batch job steps. A similar exe-
cution should be run for online transactions such as CICS and IMS, database trans-
actions such as DB2, or interactive transactions such as TSO. 

                                                           BOXSCORE/BATCH                        23:49 Sunday, April 19, 1998  32
                                                 Matched Job/Step/Program Inventory
                                                          ABC Corporation

                                                                           Control     Study
                                       Job         Stepname    Program     Records    Records

                                       PPAEBD49    STEP1       RMOBBP          6          4
                                       PPAEBD50    STEP1       RMOBBP          6          4
                                       PPAEBD82    STEP1       RMOBBP          6          4
                                       PPAEBD83    STEP1       RMOBBP          6          4
                                       PPAEBD98    STEP1       RMOBBP          5          4
                                       PPAED001    STEP0015    EZTPA00         5          5
                                       PPAED001    STEP0055    EZTPA00         5          5
                                       PPAED014    DSNUPROC    DSNUTILB        5          5
                                       PPAED040    STEP0005    GPLUMCPY        5          4
                                       PPAED040    STEP0015    IDCAMS          5          4
                                       PPAED040    STEP0020    GPLUMTMA        5          4
                                       PPAED040    STEP0030    SORT            5          4
                                       PPAED040    STEP0040    GPMAINT         5          4

Figure 9 - Inventory Report

Figure 10 - Configuration Change Report

                                                           BOXSCORE/BATCH                        23:49 Sunday, April 19, 1998   5
 V1R1b (c) Watson & Walker, Inc.                    Configuration Change Report
                                                          ABC Corporation

     Start              End         System   Rec    Log  Phy    Release         LPAR  Cap   Comments
   Date/Time         Date/Time              Model   CPU  CPU
 ----------------  ----------------  ----  -------  ---  ---  ----------------  ----  ---   --------------------------------
 02FEB97:23:45:00  05FEB97:04:34:00  SYSA  9672/0C   10   10  SP5.2.2           NONE        9672-RX3, CONTROL
 05FEB97:04:47:00  08FEB97:23:45:00  SYSA  9672/0C   10   10  SP5.2.2           NONE        9672-RX3, CONTROL
 02MAR97:23:45:00  08MAR97:23:45:00  SYSA  9672/56    6    6  SP5.2.2           NONE        9672-R64, STUDY

 02FEB97:23:45:00  05FEB97:04:09:00  SYSB  9021/C3    3    3  SP5.2.2           950    N
 05FEB97:04:51:00  08FEB97:23:45:00  SYSB  9021/C3    3    3  SP5.2.2           950    N
 02MAR97:23:45:00  08MAR97:23:45:00  SYSB  9021/C3    3    3  SP5.2.2           950    N



Even More Ways to Use BoxScore

Compiler Conversions
BoxScore can monitor the impact of your compiler conversions. Most sites are find-
ing that converting to using Language Environment (needed to convert from old
versions of COBOL) is costing anywhere from 5% to 30% in increased CPU time.
Are you really prepared to provide the additional CPU capacity needed because of
these increases? Tuning of LE and the programs could easily prevent an unexpected
upgrade in the middle of your compiler migration. BoxScore can tell you which pro-
grams to tune. It can analyze as little as one test (or production) occurrence of a pro-
gram before and after conversion to determine the exact impact. And with BoxScore,
as long as you have saved the SMF data, you can analyze a programming effort fin-
ished many months ago. 

For Outsourcing and Charge Back Environments
Outsourcers, their customers, or anyone using CPU time for charge back and charg-
ing or paying real money, should be sensitive to variations in CPU usage. There is
always one customer who has a job that he/she runs every week to check out the
charges. If the cost of that job goes up, the data center or outsourcer is notified. 

The fact of the matter is that many changes made by the data center will affect the
amount of CPU time and, therefore, the resulting cost. Some changes like hardware
changes could cause all jobs and transactions to take more (or less) CPU time, and
some changes could improve some jobs while harming others. 

An outsourcer could run BoxScore after any change to show the customer the effect
of the change. If adjustments need to be made in the billing algorithms, BoxScore
can provide a summary of the changes to CPU usage. BoxScore not only identifies
the best and worst outcomes, but it also provides the big picture - the net gain or
loss, and these results have the advantage of coming from an independent, repeat-
able and unbiased source. In some sites, the customers themselves may want to run
BoxScore periodically to see what types of changes have occurred without depend-
ing on running a pre-defined set of jobs (which may not adequately represent the
other work on the system).

With BoxScore, 

as long as you have

saved the SMF data, 

you can analyze a

change that occured

many months ago
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  JOBNAME  STEPNAME PROGRAM   P  SYSID   #    START DATE/TIME    END DATE/TIME    ELAPSED   CPU TIME     EXCPS  CPU/IO  NOT SEL

  CICSPRD1 CICSPRD1 DFHSIP    S  SYSC      1    10SEP97:03:41    10SEP97:22:12   18:31:01    0:54:05   1770356    1.8
                                 SYSC      1    11SEP97:04:38    11SEP97:22:12   17:34:17    0:59:51   2019174    1.8
                                 SYSC      1    12SEP97:04:08    12SEP97:22:23   18:15:34    0:57:35   1878065    1.8
                                 SYSC      1    13SEP97:04:00    13SEP97:22:20   18:19:36    0:50:31   1658600    1.8
                                 SYSC      1    14SEP97:04:03    14SEP97:17:15   13:11:58    0:13:05    451220    1.7
  --------------------------  -                                                 ---------  ---------  --------  ------
  CICSPRD1 CICSPRD1 DFHSIP    S                                                  85:52:25    3:55:07   7777415    9.0

  CICSPRD1 CICSPRD1 DFHSIP    C  SYSC      1    17SEP97:04:42    17SEP97:17:26   12:43:47    0:12:06    395105    1.8
                                 SYSC      1    18SEP97:04:38    18SEP97:22:21   17:43:20    0:53:36   1779097    1.8
                                 SYSC      1    19SEP97:04:33    19SEP97:22:15   17:41:37    1:06:23   2094063    1.9
                                 SYSC      1    20SEP97:04:56    20SEP97:22:19   17:23:15    1:07:29   2049282    2.0
                                 SYSC      1    21SEP97:04:12    21SEP97:22:12   18:00:11    1:08:49   2074015    2.0
                                 SYSC      1    24SEP97:03:15    24SEP97:22:41   19:25:49    1:05:06   2039946    1.9
  --------------------------  -                                                 ---------  ---------  --------  ------
  CICSPRD1 CICSPRD1 DFHSIP    C                                                 102:58:00    5:33:29  10431508   11.4

Figure 13 - Extract from Execution Details Report

  1: CICSPRD1/CICSPRD1/DFHSIP
    Average CPU/IO, MSec            1.8               1.9               0.1          5.6%
    Observed MIPS/phys CPU         57.3              54.2              -3.1         -5.4%
    Rec count                       5                 6                 1.0         20.0%
    Total EXCP count          7777415          10431508             2654093.0       34.1%
    Transactions                    5                 6                 1.0          20.0%
    Average Users                   5                 6                 1.0          20.0%
    Total CPU time, seconds     14106.8           20008.9            5902.1          41.8%
    Coefficient of variation        2.7               3.0                 0.3        9.6%

Figure 12 - Extract from Programs With Worst Outcome

Figure 11 - Extract from Summary Report
  Remarkable Programs (Job/Step/PGM)
    Worst Outcome (CPU Speed)
      CICSPRD1/CICSPRD1/DFHSIP              57.3              54.2            -3.1    5.4%

Did Anything Change?
As part of their weekly checkup, one site runs BoxScore each week to see if anything
changed that might affect their customers. During one week that (theoretically) had
no change, the site found that with the batch component of BoxScore there was only
a 0.9% decrease in capacity according to the BoxScore Summary Report and less
than 5% variation in the speed of the stable job steps from the CPU Speed
Distribution Plot. This small variation is to be expected from a configuration that
had no major changes. 

They were surprised, however, to find that the worst job step was a CICS region
that experienced a 5% increase in CPU time (Figure 11). This represented a signifi-
cant amount of CPU time during the week as seen in the report showing the
Programs with the Worst Outcome (Figure 12). Since this program was the worst
performing, it was also listed on the DETAILS report (Figure 13). Because of the
change in CPU per I/O, it appears that some type of change was made between
September 18th and 19th, where the daily CPU time of the CICS region went to over
an hour and the CPU per I/O went from 1.7-1.8 to 1.9-2.0. In this case, the change
turned out to be that someone had turned on CICS trace for that region, resulting in
a 5% increase in CPU usage. 

Without BoxScore the problem would probably not have been discovered until the
customer received the bill the following month and called with a complaint.

BoxScore not only 

identifies the best and

worst outcomes, but it

also provides the big 

picture - the net gain or

loss, and these results

have the advantage 

of coming from an 

independent, repeatable

and unbiased source
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CMOS and Packed Decimal
You have probably heard of the phenomenon where some COBOL programs take a
lot more CPU time on older IBM and HDS CMOS machines than on bipolar. This is
because the packed decimal instructions take more time (relatively) on the CMOS
machines than other instructions. The result is most often seen in large uses of
packed decimal instructions, usually in COBOL programs that use subscripts and
have been compiled with TRUNC=BIN. For more information on this situation, look
at our Cheryl�s List archives at <http://www.watsonwalker.com/archives.html>.

One site that converted from a 9021-820 (bipolar) to a 9672-R54 (CMOS) wanted to
see if any of their large batch jobs had been affected by the move. They first ran
BoxScore to find that, on the average, they were getting better results than anticipat-
ed. They expected the R54 to be about 197.1 MIPS, and it appeared for the batch
work to be about 214.3 MIPS, an 8.7% improvement over their expectations. 

To see if the packed decimal problem was affecting any of their large jobs, they ran
BoxScore/Batch and added the following two parameters:

MINCPU=3600  (specifies selections of only steps using a minimum of one hour of CPU time)
MINRECS=1      (specifies selections of even a single occurrence of such steps)

These selection parameters told BoxScore to analyze all job steps that took over one
hour, even if there was only one occurrence of the job step (this allows analysis of
weekly jobs without needing multiple weeks of data). The result can be seen in
Figure 14, where one job step really stood out. The job was a weekly run (it ran only
once during the analysis period) and it took an additional 18.8% more CPU time,
instead of the 5% expected. This was significant since the job took 12.6 hours of CPU
time on the bipolar and almost 15 hours of CPU time on CMOS. It was another
occurrence of heavy pack and unpack instructions.

In large COBOL installations, simply running BoxScore/Batch could identify all of
the COBOL programs that were similarly affected.

Software Change
One site had migrated from SP 5.2.2 to OS/390 R3 along with an upgrade to a
�new� CICS release. They wanted to see the total impact on their CICS transactions
and ran BoxScore/CICS. They collected CICS type 110 data for three days before
and after the change. The resulting effect was a 3.2% decrease in speed and capacity
(that is, a 3% overhead) on the BoxScore Summary Report. Most of the transactions
were fairly close to the average 3% decrease. What really surprised them, however,
was that a few of the transactions were more significantly affected. The CPU Speed
Distribution plot in Figure 15 shows the disparity in the differences.

Figure 14 - Extract from Programs With Worst Outcome

1: RGBWK001/RGBWK013/RGBEXT01
      Average CPU/IO, MSec           22.8              26.4               4.2         18.8%
      Observed MIPS/phys CPU         41.3              34.8              -6.5        -15.8%
      Rec count                       1                 1                 0.0          0.0%
      Total EXCP Count          2039760           2030754             -9006.0         -0.4%
      Transactions                    1                 1                 0.0          0.0%
      Average Users                   1                 1                 0.0          0.0%
      Total CPU time, seconds     45276.0           53536.3            8260.3         18.2%
      Coefficient of variation        .                 .                 .            .



The offending transactions (and the one really outstanding transaction) were then
identified by using the BoxScore Best/Worst reports, shown in Figure 16. They were
able to consult with their users before those users received their first inflated bills.

LPAR Overhead
Logical partitioning provides many benefits, but comes at a cost in CPU time that is
very difficult to measure without a tool like BoxScore. While most LPAR configura-
tions result in only 10% CPU overhead, some configurations can cause a great deal
more overhead. One site had an overly partitioned configuration (10 LPARs with 35
logical CPUs on a machine with only 4 physical CPUs). They moved the TSO work-
load to a similar speed machine, but running in basic mode, not LPAR mode. 

The installation did not keep SMF type 32 detail records, which provide CPU and
I/O activity by TSO commands, so they were unable to use the BoxScore/TSO com-
ponent. We feel that the type 32 records provide excellent information for analyzing
TSO usage and result in little overhead to collect. Instead, the installation used the
BoxScore/COMPAT component for analyzing their TSO first period performance
group activity. Whenever possible, we recommend that you use the batch, TSO, or
online components of BoxScore instead of COMPAT or GOAL because they can pro-
vide very detailed information on specifically which jobs or transactions are being
analyzed. The COMPAT and GOAL components, because they analyze groups of
address spaces, cannot give you that detailed of an analysis, but can be used when
you have no other data available. Most installations combine very disparate work in
the same performance group or service class and, therefore, must eliminate much of
the data because it provides inconsistent results within the period. 

Logical partitioning 

provides many benefits,

but comes at a cost in

CPU time that is very 

difficult to measure 

without a tool like

BoxScore

Figure  15 - CPU Speed Distribution Plot
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 Item Description             CONTROL           STUDY             Delta           % Delta   Comments
 -----------------            ----------------  ----------------  --------------  --------  ---------
 APPLID/TRANNAME/Program With Worst Outcome:

   1: CICSPRD2/TRXA/TRXDEF1
     Average CPU/IO, MSec            4.0              10.4               6.4        160.5%  WWCB053-W Large variance from average
     Observed MIPS/phys CPU         46.5              17.9             -28.7        -61.6%
     Rec count                       5                12                 7.0        140.0%
     Total EXCP count               10                24                14.0        140.0%
     Transactions                    5                12                 7.0        140.0%
     Average Users                   5                12                 7.0        140.0%
     Total CPU time, seconds         0.04              0.249             0.210      525.1%  WWCB055-I Small CPU usage
     Coefficient of variation        2.0               3.6               1.6         77.0%

   2: CICSPRD3/ACCT/ACTPOG4
     Average CPU/IO, MSec            1.6               2.8               1.2         76.9%  WWCB053-W Large variance from average
     Observed MIPS/phys CPU         46.5              26.3             -20.2        -43.5%
     Rec count                       4                66                62.0       1550.0%
     Total EXCP count                4                66                62.0       1550.0%
     Transactions                    5                12                 7.0        140.0%
     Average Users                   5                12                 7.0        140.0%
     Total CPU time, seconds         0.0064            0.186             0.180     2818.8%  WWCB055-I Small CPU usage
     Coefficient of variation        1.6               4.9               3.3        204.2%

Figure 16 - Transactions With Worst Outcome

Figure 17 - Summary Report
                                                             BOXSCORE/TSO                14:09 Sunday, February 1, 1998   1
  © Watson & Walker, Inc.                                      Summary
                                                             ABC Corporation

  +-BoxScore/BATCH:  30.8%  +----Capacity (MIPS/CEC)----+ +--% Delta--+ +-Speed (MIPS/Physical CPU)-+
  +                         +   Expected   +  Observed  + +           + +   Expected   +  Observed  +
  +                         +--------------+------------+ +-----------+ +--------------+------------+
  + STUDY                   +              +            + +           + +              +            +
  +   had 30.8% more        + Max   81.0   +    102.3   + +   26.3%   + + Max   27.0   +     34.1   +
  +   speed and capacity    +              +            + +           + +              +            +
  +   than expected from    + Avg   78.1   +    102.3   + +   30.8%   + + Avg   26.0   +     34.1   +
  +   published performance +              +            + +           + +              +            +
  +   estimates.            + Min   75.0   +    102.3   + +   36.4%   + + Min   25.0   +     34.1   +
  +                         +              +            + +           + +              +            +
  +-------------------------+--------------+------------+ +-----------+ +--------------+------------+

  Start of period    09DEC97:00:00:00
  End of period      12DEC97:00:00:00
  System             SYSB
  Processor          5995-1100a
  LPAR Configuration NO

  The work analyzed during this period experienced a 23.6% decrease in CPU time per I/O or transaction between
    the two environments analyzed. Further detail about these environments is provided in the following pages.

  This represents a 30.8% increase in speed and capacity from expectations compared to predictions from published
    performance guidelines. A significant difference could indicate that either the study or control
    configuration differed greatly from published estimates.

                                                            BOXSCORE/TSO                    14:09 Sunday, February 1, 1998   6
  © Watson & Walker, Inc.                            Programs With Best Outcome
                                                            ABC Corporation

  Item Description             CONTROL           STUDY             Delta           % Delta   Comments
  -----------------            ----------------  ----------------  --------------  --------  ---------
  Job/Step/Pgm With Best Outcome:

    1: IP00IC02/PGN002/PER001
      Average CPU/IO, MSec            6.9               5.3              -1.6        -23.6%
      Observed MIPS/phys CPU         26.0              34.1               8.0         30.8%
      Rec count                    309630            407637           98007.0         31.7%
      Total EXCP count             847508            809753          -37755.0         -4.5%
      Transactions                 309630            407637           98007.0         31.7%
      Average Users                309630            407637           98007.0         31.7%
      Total CPU time, seconds      5841.4            4265.6           -1575.8        -27.0%
      Coefficient of variation       15.5               5.2             -10.3        -66.5%

Figure 18 - Programs With Best Outcome

In this example, the TSO performance group 2, period 1 was analyzed for 4 days
before the change and 4 days after the change during prime time (9-11). The net
result of the tuning effort was a 30.8% improvement as seen on the reports in Figure
17 and Figure 18. The reason for min, max, and avg being equal is that only one
workload was analyzed. If you can place a dollar amount on a CPU hour, and you
know the total TSO CPU time a month, you can determine the net benefit from any
change (in this case, moving the work to a non-LPAR environment). 



Running BoxScore
Once you have data loaded into SAS databases, the execution of BoxScore is fairly
simple. You would use a standard SAS procedure with 4 or 5 added DD statements
and a few control cards. The control cards for a typical BoxScore run might look like
the following. They tell BoxScore the component to use (Batch), the system id
(SYSA), and the two time periods for Control and Study.

BOXSCORE=BATCH
SYSTEM=SYSA
CONTROL

TIME=9FEB98-13FEB98
STUDY

TIME=16FEB98-20FEB98

That's all there is to it.

All options have useful default values, but BoxScore allows the user to change them.
Here are a few examples and the type of parameter needed:

1.    You could select only certain jobs in order to quantify the effect of an applica-
tion change on that one set of jobs (ONLY=JOBNM/*/*).

2.    You could increase the maximum CV (coefficient of variation) in order to allow
less stable steps to be analyzed (MAXCV=10). You may want to do this if you
only have a short period of analysis or if your work is more variable than most.

3.     You could force jobs through and bypass all filters to analyze specific job steps,
and also get a report of every execution of the steps (FORCE=JOBNM/*/* and
DETAILS=JOBNM/*/*). This is often used to analyze the effect of an applica-
tion change.

4.    You could analyze only large online transactions, such as those using over one
second of CPU time per transaction (MINCPU=1).

5.    You could exclude SORT (or similar) steps from analysis if you knew that they
would have changed for a different reason than you are studying (such as mem-
ory increases) (EXCLUDE=*/*/SORT).

6.    You could automatically eliminate outliers from the analysis. For example, a job
may be consistent 95% of the time and you want to eliminate the 5% of the exe-
cutions that are extraordinary (OUTLIERS=STD3, for example, eliminates all
instances of CPU/IO or CPU/TRAN that are over three standard deviations
from the mean). 

7.    You can get a list of every stable step or transaction that was used for the analy-
sis (INVENTORY=YES). While this could generate a list of a few thousand lines,
it makes an easily searchable list using SDSF or similar SYSOUT browsing prod-
ucts.

8.    For online transactions, it's sufficient to only look at the peak period of process-
ing. You can specify just a window of time to analyze with WINDOW=9-11.
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You use a standard SAS

procedure with 4 or 5

added DD statements and

a few control cards . . .

that�s all there is to it!



If you are not

completely satisfied

with BoxScore, 

return the software

within forty-five days 

and owe nothing! 

Price, Licensing, and More
Further Reading
Cheryl�s paper, Why Your CPU Capacity May Not Match Your Vendor's Estimate,
can be found on the Web at http://www.watsonwalker.com/lspr.html. Only by
using BoxScore can you can get accurate information about the impact of CPU
changes on your applications.

Requirements
BoxScore uses SAS® in MVS and requires an SMF post-processor. The current
release requires either MXG®, CA-MICS®, IT Service Vision�, or user-generated
SAS files.

Price
BoxScore is priced at US$ 11,900, with an annual license renewal fee of $2095.
Prices are not based on processor size or number of processors. BoxScore
is offered as a site license.

Trial Period
There is a no obligation trial period. If you are not completely satisfied with
BoxScore, return the software within 45 days and owe nothing.

Ordering Information 
To order BoxScore, call 800-553-4562, fax us at 941-924-4892, or email us at
boxscore@watsonwalker.com. You may also print the License Agreement and Order
Form that appear on the following pages. Once completed, return them to us to
receive the latest release of BoxScore. 
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Well! That�s about as much as we can show you in a brochure.
The next step is to order BoxScore (see below). That�s the only way
to see how useful it will be at your site. (Having support by Cheryl
Watson only a phone call away might by itself justify our relatively
low price.) 

Speaking of price, you�ll notice that we�ve set it low - $11,900. And this
low price is for a site license - you only pay one fixed amount no
matter how many machines or MIPS you have at your location. The
annual renewal after the first year is even lower - $2095. That gets
you new releases of the software and updates to the built-in CPU
Chart, plus of course Cheryl�s phone support.

We hope you�ll give us a call today and try BoxScore.
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Agreement Number __________________ 

 
 

LICENSE AGREEMENT  
FOR WATSON & WALKER SOFTWARE 

 
This Agreement is between Watson & Walker, Inc., 7618 Sandalwood Way, Sarasota, FL 34231 ("Watson 
& Walker") and 
 
_______________________________________________________________________("Customer"). 
 
 
1.  License: 
 In exchange for paying license fees and applicable taxes arising under this Agreement 
("Agreement"), Watson & Walker grants the Customer a nonassignable and nonexclusive license to use the 
Watson & Walker BoxScore software ("Software") for a period of one year and for additional one year 
periods, if renewed.  All Software is the copyrighted property of Watson & Walker. 
 
2.  What Watson & Walker will do: 

A.  Upon receipt of this signed agreement, Watson & Walker will send the Software to the 
Customer for use for one year.  

B.  Watson & Walker will provide help to the Customer in solving specific problems of 
installation or use of the Software.  Watson & Walker does not guarantee to solve every 
problem or correct every error. 

C.  As the Software is updated, Watson & Walker will send updated copies to the Customer.  
Specifically, Watson & Walker will add the specifications for new processors to the software 
on or about the date of those processors' date of General Availability. 

D.  Watson & Walker warrants that it has the right to license the Software to the Customer and 
that the Software will substantially conform to its published specifications.  If it does not 
conform, Watson & Walker may choose to make it conform or to refund the current license 
fee paid by the customer.  These warranties are in lieu of any other warranties, express or 
implied, including but not limited to any implied warranties of merchantability and/or fitness 
for a particular purpose.  

E.  If any claims of copyright, patent, trade secret or other proprietary rights violations arise from 
the Customer's use of the most current versions of the Software provided to the Customer, the 
Customer agrees to notify Watson & Walker immediately in writing and to permit Watson & 
Walker to control any resulting litigation or settlement.  If any such violation does occur and 
the Customer has complied with this Agreement, Watson & Walker will reimburse the 
Customer for any damages directly arising from that violation and finally awarded against the 
Customer. 

 
3.  What the Customer will do: 

A.  The Customer will pay the license fees stated in Sections 3A(1) and 3A(2) within 30 days of 
receipt of an invoice from Watson & Walker, Inc. 

1) The license fee for the first year is US$11,900.  Upon receipt of the Software, 
Customer has a 45-day, no-obligation trial period to evaluate the product.   
If the Customer is not satisfied, Customer will remove the Software from 
Customer's system, communicate in writing that the Software has been 
removed.  Having met these requirements, the Customer would have no further 
obligation and would owe nothing.  If the Customer does not return the 
software during this 45 day period, Customer will pay invoice as specified in 
3(A). 
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2) The current license renewal fee for succeeding years is $2095 per year. Watson & 
Walker may from time to time increase the renewal fee but such increased fee shall 
not exceed the renewal fee paid by Customer for the period immediately prior to 
such increase by more than five percent (5%). Renewal invoices will be issued 
approximately 60 days prior to the annual expiration. Payment of the renewal 
invoice constitutes a renewal of this agreement. Non-payment constitutes 
cancellation of this agreement and Customer will remove the Software from 
Customer's system, communicate in writing that the Software has been removed. 
Customer will pay a reinstatement fee equal to the full license fee in effect at the 
time of reinstatement in order to receive any future copies of the Software.  

B. The Customer agrees not to disclose, or otherwise make available the Software, or any 
Software related information (including but not limited to disk or tape files, diagnostic 
information, test results, screen images, printed output, product manuals, etc.) to any person 
other than employees of Customer or consultants performing work for the Customer who 
have a need to have such knowledge for normal commercial use of the Software. The 
Customer will use all reasonable efforts to allow the Software to be used only on Customer-
controlled hardware authorized under this Agreement or Customer-controlled back-up 
hardware, and only by Customer's employees, or consultants performing work for the 
Customer on the Customer's premises.   

C. Customer acknowledges that the Software is licensed for use only at the installation site set 
forth in Schedule A (BoxScore Order Form) attached hereto. 

D. The Customer will keep records of where the Software is used, designate technical support 
contact(s) and other information on the form(s) provided by Watson & Walker, and will 
explain the terms of this Agreement to those affected by it. 

E. If the customer believes the Software is being used in violation of this Agreement, Customer 
will promptly notify Watson & Walker in writing and cooperate in Watson & Walker's 
investigation and resolution of the situation. 

F. The Customer acknowledges that Software and its components are protected by copyright and 
that they constitute a valuable asset to Watson & Walker.  The Customer will use its best 
efforts not to permit anyone having access to the Software to modify, reverse engineer, or 
decompile the Software; or to mask, modify, or suppress any copyright notices or other 
proprietary rights notices, or fail to properly label any authorized copy; or to timeshare, rent 
or otherwise use the Software except as specifically permitted in this Agreement. 

G. The Customer further agrees to exercise, with respect to the Software or any information 
pertaining to the Software, the same care and discretion to avoid disclosure, publication or 
dissemination as the Customer uses with respect to similar information of its own which it 
does not desire to have copied, disclosed, published or disseminated. 

 
4. General License Terms: 

A.  Limitations of Liability: 
1.  The Customer agrees that Watson & Walker's liability to the Customer based on the 

parties' agreement and/or use of the Software, excluding liability for copyright, 
patent, trade secret or other proprietary rights violations under section 2(E) of this 
Agreement, will not exceed the Customer's current-year license or renewal fee paid 
for the Software. 

2.  The Customer agrees that Watson & Walker will not be liable for any lost profits or 
other consequential damages, even if Watson & Walker has been advised of the 
possibility of such damages. 

3.  The Customer further agrees that Watson & Walker will not be liable for any claim 
or demand against the Customer by anyone else except for a claim of copyright, 
patent, trade secret or other proprietary rights violations under section 2(E) of the 
Agreement. 

B.  The Customer's remedies as described in section 2(D) are exclusive. 
C.  The Customer may make a non-supported copy of the Software to meet its security, 

installation, and restart and recovery needs.  If the Customer's recovery needs include access 
by a disaster recovery contractor, that contractor's employees shall be considered the 
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Customer's employees under this Agreement, and the Customer will remain responsible for 
any use of the Software in violation of this Agreement.  The Customer will provide the name 
and address of the disaster recovery contractor to Watson & Walker before the Customer 
delivers a copy of the Software to the disaster recovery contractor. 

D.  This agreement is governed by the laws of the United States and of Florida.  If any part of this 
agreement is held to be unconscionable or otherwise invalid, that part will be omitted, but the 
balance will remain in full force and effect. Customer agrees to pay the reasonable costs and 
attorney's fees of Watson and Walker whether for negotiation, trial, appellate proceedings, or 
other legal action necessary in the enforcement of this agreement. 

E.  This Agreement, any supplements, and invoices arising under it constitute the complete and 
exclusive statement of the parties' agreement about the Software, which supersedes all prior 
communications relating to the subject matter of this Agreement.  Additional or conflicting 
terms on any current or future Customer purchasing documents are rejected.  This Agreement 
can be modified only in writing signed by both parties.  Both Watson & Walker and the 
Customer have read this Agreement, understand it, and accept its terms. 

F.  Watson & Walker, Inc. warrants that the Software meets the Year 2000 Compliance Standard 
and will record, store, and process and present calendar dates falling on or after January 1, 
2000 in the same manner, and with the same functionality as the Software did on or before 
December 31, 1999. Watson & Walker's representative will consult with Customer's 
management as needed at no additional charge to ensure that the Software will lose no 
functionality with respect to the introduction of records containing dates falling on or after 
January 1, 2000 and to ensure that the Software will be interoperable, with respect to Year 
2000 issues, with other Software used by Customer which may deliver records, receive 
records or interact with the Software in the course of processing data. 

 
 
 
Accepted by: 
 
Watson & Walker, Inc.                                       
  
By (signature)  __________________________________________ 
 
print__________________________________________________  
 
title___________________________________________________   
 
on ____________________________________________________   
 
 
Customer.                                       
  
By (signature)  __________________________________________ 
 
print__________________________________________________  
 
title___________________________________________________   
 
on ____________________________________________________   
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Schedule A to Master License Agreement 
(BoxScore Order Form)  

 

Zip/Postal Code      
 

 

 

Ordered by  

CPU Manufacturer 
 

Site Name 

Company Name 

Site Location  
(Where software is to be installed) 

Company

Title

Name

2 1 

Approximate total MIPS at this site 
 

CPU Location (Street Address, Bldg.) 
 

Street address

City, State, Country

City, State, Country 

email 
 

CPU Model Type / Serial Number  
 

Room, Floor, Dept. or Mail Code 

Zip/Postal Code   Telephone

Technical Contact 
(Designated to receive updates, support, etc.) 

Billing Address 
(Where invoices and renewals are sent) 

3 4 

Name 

Room, Floor, Dept. or Mail Code 

Street address 

City, State, Country 

Zip/Postal Code  Telephone 

Company

Title ATTN:

Street Address Company 

Room, Floor, Dept. or Mail Code 

email 

Fax Number 

email  

Fax Number

SHIP TO: (circle one)  1   2   3   4 
 

City, State, Country

Zip/Postal Code  Telephone 




